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A4P-TimeNote extends your billing system to today’s “smart phones”, enabling mobile professionals to track and bill work projects while outside your four walls.
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Professional Service firms conduct their business anytime, anywhere. Whether
commuting to work, or meeting with clients on-site, your professionals are
truly mobile. It’s while they are in motion that recording project-related time
accurately is most inconvenient. Utilizing a quick and simple time-entry tool is
critical to maximizing firm revenues while offering clients detailed descriptions
of all services rendered.
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• Helps Consultants Enter Time – on Time: A4P-TimeNote makes it easier
for consultants to keep track of their billable time, without needing lap
tops or adding hours to their day in administrative effort.
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• Saves Four Days a Month in Administration: The accounting department no
longer has to input client time into the database. They have recovered up to four
days a month, which is being diverted to working on more analytic work for the business.
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“Our consultants like A4P-TimeNote because it’s easy to use and it saves them time by not having to log into
their laptops. I like it because I can now track where we stand on a project accurately, knowing the figures are current.”
Margaret Rubino, Financial Services, Campbell & Company
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• A search engine allowing mobile
professionals to look up a client
project description – just as they
look up a contact in their address
book or MS Outlook.
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• A stopwatch that can be invoked
to automatically bill for clientrelated activities such as meetings,
correspondence, research or travel time.
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• Auto-Reports: now each user can automatically receive a periodic summary of their time and
activities via email. Key administrators can also receive management reports summarizing or
detailing each professional’s usage.
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• Faster, More Reliable Time Entry: Because lawyers are recording their time as they use it, instead
of waiting until the end of the day, the accounting system keeps more current accounts for billing
their customers
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done,maximizing their time and freeing them up to focus
client-related activities
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• User-friendliness: Lawyers can choose various features of
the solution to make their jobs easier, such as using auto
text or a time clock, and can customize the solution to
match their work habits
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“We lawyers are supposed to record our time. The question is whether that’s
easy or hard to do. The iPhone solution makes sure I enter my time on-thespot, without ever having to put pen to paper.”
Arthur Spector, Attorney at Law
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